B4 they go away to school

Under their stationery and with their school address.

Ask, we suppose you remember to get them a travel alarm clock, writing portfolio, leather covered flashlight, purse frame, bookends, change pieces and a scrapbook...

We have many to show you.

LaBellas

BOOKS & GIFTS
STATIONERY — ENGRAVING
BY W. MAPLE

 Registrations Open For Theatre School

Institution for the fall term at West-Way Apparel Theatre will begin Sept. 1 and continue through Dec. 12. Classes will be

once a week, so that students can attend the school while they are in their city, and they come from all states. There is no theatre

in town where the work is given that meets the needs of the students who come to West-Way.

To buy or sell a used automobile, read and use Excellent and

Polishing . . . A crucial step in diamond finishing

Final polishing is the step which imparts the brilliance to a diamond. Pictured above is a diamond being ground on a wheel coated with a mixture of oils and diamond dust. Most diamonds have 58 facets each of which must be ground with extreme accuracy to produce maximum brilliance.

The brilliance produced by expert polishing is one of the major determining factors of diamond value. At Lake's Jewelers customers can see for themselves what a gemstone can produce varying brilliance in diamonds.

The "Gemstone" is another assurance of value received when you buy a diamond at Lake's Jewelers.

LAKE'S JEWELERS

"The Sterling Store of Birmingham"

MI 6-3315 Woodward at Maple, Birmingham

U of M Students
Martha Jane Whaling and Barry Leigh Collier were united

in marriage Saturday afternoon in the Mayflower Congrega-

tional Church in Detroit.

Mr. and Mrs. Collier will reside in her home in Ann Arbor where she is a student at the University of Michigan.

Mr. and Mrs. Collier will reside in Ann Arbor where she is a student at the University of Michigan.

Look at Your New School Shoes... SIMPLEX FLEXIES

FOR YOUNG FEET

1835 Woodward

Open Friday Evenings

"Everything for Dancing Feet"

DOCTOR'S PRESCRIPTIONS MOST CAREFULLY FITTED

Screets and Storm Sash

Plants and Books

The Southern "Cardinal" and "Clematis" by Misses W. and C.

"Cardinal" and "Clematis" by Misses W. and C.

Young's of Birmingham

203 PIERCE ST.